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Just as physical assets were used to finance the creation of more physical assets during the industrial age, intangible assets should be used to finance the creation of more intangible assets in the information age.
—Intangible Asset Monetization, Athena Alliance, 2008

Abstract This chapter surveys and analyses how the increased integration of the intellectual property (IP) rights system within the globalized economy could accelerate business outcomes for young IP-rich small and medium size enterprises (SMEs) if lenders adopt a new mind-set to IP-backed debt finance. The phenomenon of globalization, namely, the increased interconnectedness of the world’s countries, has a profound influence on the business, legal and finance framework. In this post-financial crisis environment, the banking and finance sector has largely retreated from traditional lending practice. Although access to finance is a universal issue, how can IP-backed debt finance grow in a globalized world? What IP finance trends and initiatives are currently afoot to support national competitive advantage and economic growth? The range of international initiatives to enhance IP-backed debt finance has never been fully explored in any of the innovation or IP finance literature. This chapter reviews a variety of international initiatives being undertaken to facilitate the expansion of IP-backed debt finance to improve liquidity and to support young IP-rich SMEs in the UK, the E.U., the US and Asia. It attempts to set a high level agenda for informing IP debt financing for SMEs policy. It also analyses the contributions of certain regional Intellectual Property offices, international inter-governmental organizations, the World Intellectual Property Office (WIPO), the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCTRAL) and leading commercial banks in this regard. By combining the body of knowledge emanating from over two decades of developments from a global perspective, this chapter...
provides a synthesized understanding to inform future IP finance policy directions. It introduces the systemic changes needed to support the agile development of globally enhanced SME access to IP finance in the post-recession economy.

1 Introduction

Governments in a number of countries are evaluating their intellectual property (IP) frameworks to further their understanding of how IP can help shape sustainable economic growth, whether they are mature economies who wish to maintain their competitive edge in the global market, or emerging economies seeking to build up their economic base. This chapter focuses on intellectual property (IP) assets within the context of the wider term 'intangible assets' which includes such things as goodwill or intellectual capital. The internationalization of the debate over the viability of IP-backed debt finance is due in part to the increasing economic importance of IP. IP is a bundle of legally created rights that arise through law. The term IP itself refers to: creations of the mind, such as scientific inventions; literary and artistic works; designs; and commercially employed symbols, names and images. In the IP law framework, they entail complex intangible legally recognized exclusive rights. In order to come into existence, some IP rights must be registered with the relevant national statutory registry (e.g., patent, trademark and design registries) though certain IP rights subsist even as unregistered rights (e.g., copyright and confidential information). IP rights are personal property rights protected in law, which enable people to earn recognition or financial benefit from what they invent or create. IP is like any other property, allowing the creators, inventors or owners of IP rights to benefit from their own work or investment in a creation by licensing or selling their IP rights. As such, in commercial terms they are assets which can be used to generate additional value or provide liquidity and in accounting terms, assets are credits to the balance sheet.

---

1In accounting, banking and finance and company law terms, intangible assets are those whose value equals the aggregate market share value less the portion that can be explained by tangible assets.

2IP rights are intangible assets are assets that do not have a physical or financial embodiment. They have also been referred to as knowledge assets or intellectual capital in other non-legal disciplines.
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From a legal perspective however, most jurisdictions do not offer adequate legal means for IP financing, a concept which refers using IP rights to obtain or secure finance. We should first specify what is meant by ‘security’. The basic questions of the theoretical literature concern why debtors grant security for their loans and how security is used by debtors to mitigate market imperfections and whether this is socially beneficial. In Anglo-American law secured finance provides asset-based priority credit. A secured debt has full priority over any unsecured claim on insolvency. Certain academic fields such as law, economics, accounting and finance are increasingly aware of these deficiencies, and the issue of IP financing is the subject of policy development at the international level. Although IP policy is now firmly established in the political arena, there is still a need to help governments understand the different components needed to create a platform to encourage IP financing of transactions and to stimulate the growth of innovative and creative industries.

Further, across the world the mainstream financial press is now more aware of the value of IP assets as a core component of business strategy. High profile IP corporate finance stories with global impact have been widely reported in recent years. These involve multi-national companies operating in a variety of industrial sectors, including Apple, Disney, Facebook, GSK, Lucasfilm, IBM, Microsoft, Samsung, Sony, Toshiba, Panasonic and Pfizer, to name a few. Although the increased awareness of the value of IP assets has mainly focused on high profile global corporations, in most OECD countries it is small-to-medium sized enterprises (SMEs) that generate between 60 and 70% of employment and make the most significant contribution to economic growth in the globalized world. Many of these SMEs are constrained in their access to traditional banking or debt financing due to a lack of traditional security. The IP system is a precondition for the markets for technologies, innovations and creative activities that are often developed by SMEs. Young SMEs are also often linked to universities and research institutions, which are themselves also using IP assets to leverage their research and work with commercial partners.

Why are IP rights valuable as commercial assets? The fundamental value of IP arises from its exclusivity. The law confers the right or ability of the IP owner to exclude others, assuring its uniqueness. This enables the owner the time to monetize
personal innovations and creations by the route that creates greatest corporate value without undue concern that third parties will copy them. IP rights also confer pricing power. The value of an IP right (or portfolio of IP rights) is basically the value of supra-normal profits earned from exploiting the innovation or creation, compared with what might be earned without the IP right. The commercialization of innovations and creations and the IP rights that protect them are therefore two different issues. For example, if a patent is declared invalid, the IP owner may still beat other competitors to market and thus earn revenue from the invention. Conversely, if that owner fails to develop the invention, a revenue stream can still be earned from the patent by licensing out to others the right of its use. In theory, young IP-rich SMEs are less likely to suffer margin erosion, and this should be central to a lender’s valuation as a form of security.

For our purposes, the company law term SME refers to young enterprises involved in IP creation, whether with respect to innovation or the creative sector. We assume here that the young SME with IP assets adopts a private limited company legal structure in the relevant international jurisdiction. SMEs do not issue publicly tradable securities, making such enterprises reliant on credit from banks to grow their businesses. With quoted share offerings listed on a stock exchange and available to the public as well as to large private companies the value of intangible IP assets is recognized in their market value. However, for unquoted SMEs there is no comparable mechanism to measure and demonstrate how IP assets will create value for their business for use as security for bank loans.

There are four reasons for the interest in enhancing young SME access to IP-backed debt finance. First, there is the scale of commercial value dependency on intangibles and IP assets, which has often been recognized. A growing body of research shows rapid expansion of investment in intangible assets by companies in the United States (US), Japan and Europe, with significant impact on productivity. Data shows investment in IP assets is growing and continues to outstrip investment in tangible assets. In many countries, the proportion of ‘off balance-sheet’ assets to ‘on-balance-sheet’ assets (the price-to-book ratios of companies) has risen for decades. These figures signal the growing value business attaches to knowledge, innovation and creativity. Young SMEs in the technology and creative industry sectors are likely to be IP-rich. In terms of fundamental policy relating to secured debt finance, high-growth, young IP-rich companies typically do not possess suitable security on their corporate balance sheets for financing from a capital.

---

8 See Walmsley (2001).
adequacy perspective (IP is a 100% risk-weighted asset).\textsuperscript{11} Thus the corporate finance options for young IP-rich SMEs are limited and they remain largely dependent on bank lending to raise capital due to limited means of self-finance (e.g., savings, government grants etc.) and the high cost of equity finance. Debt finance is advantageous for SMEs as it is typically less expensive than other funding methods and does not involve diluting equity in the business. Operationally, it is relatively easy to implement. Yet, most lenders only rarely identify and consider IP assets in SME credit appraisal decisions, instead focusing their attention on the familiar: traditional tangible assets such as land and equipment.

Second, as early as 1979 it has been known that the smaller the borrower, the more likely security will be required. In other words, smaller riskier borrowers are more often required to provide security.\textsuperscript{12} This is because security is traditionally regarded by lenders as a signaling device to indicate poor quality borrowers rather than good quality borrowers who are able to rely on their cash flow and income streams to repay loans. In terms of secured lending theory, this directly affects IP-rich SMEs in the innovation and creative sectors.

Third, following the global financial crisis which began in 2007,\textsuperscript{13} SME access to finance was formally recognized as an issue of pressing importance at the G20 summit held in 2009.\textsuperscript{14} Since that period, the ability and willingness of commercial banks to fund SMEs globally has generally declined despite government initiatives to increase lending. At the same time, a bank loan or commercial mortgage is the preferred method of finance.\textsuperscript{15}

Fourth, young IP-rich SMEs are largely dependent on bank lending to raise capital as it does not involve diluting equity and control of decision-making within the business is retained by the directors.

\textsuperscript{11} Capital regulation requires that a sufficient fraction of a bank’s investments or assets be funded with un-borrowed money. Because un-borrowed funds are obtained without any promise to make specific payments at particular times, having more equity enhances the bank’s ability to absorb losses on its assets.

\textsuperscript{12} Hester (1979), pp. 349–57. The pilot survey gathered information on 1072 business loans of $10,000 or more made by sixty-two banks in 1972.

\textsuperscript{13} See The run on the Rock Fifth Report of Session 2007–2008 House of Commons Treasury Committee (2008) Vol. 1, House of Commons London: The Stationery Office Ltd p. 4–20. Also known as a credit crunch, it is a decline in the general availability of loans (or credit) coupled with a tightening of the conditions required to obtain bank loans. A credit crunch is accompanied by a “flight to quality” by lenders, as they search for less risky investments, often at the expense of SMEs.


\textsuperscript{15} See Lomax and Davies (2013), http://www.bmgresearch.co.uk/sme-journey-towards-accessing-external-finance/. Accessed 13 May 2017. A Report by BMG Research commissioned by UK Department of Business and Innovation in p. 68 which found that for banks loans were preferred by 36% of SMEs, followed by a bank overdraft (23%) and loans/equity from friends and family (10%).
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Against the dramatic rise of IP value as a percentage of corporate value is the setback from the contraction of the banking sector and the availability of financing for growth across the globe generally. Therefore, even though IP rights are corporate assets that drive technological 21st century innovation and the creative industry, IP-backed debt finance is underdeveloped in virtually every country in the world due to the understandable risk-aversion of many banks in dealing with intangible IP assets which they find difficult to identify, value and register their security interest. Secured creditors enjoy a priority status in insolvency (bankruptcy) situations and are repaid ahead of unsecured creditors and company shareholders. Nevertheless, the use of intangible IP assets as security for loans has existed for over a century and needs to grow and eventually become commonplace if young SMEs are to thrive in the post-recession economy.

The advantage of IP rights as corporate assets is that in addition to creating a new asset which can be used as a source of security for loans, IP assets have the potential to create a royalty revenue stream, to bolster financial statements and to provide a shield against aggressive competitors. However, this requires a largely upfront financial investment by the owner. IP-savvy young SMEs accumulate as many IP rights as possible with a view to maintaining their discretion in choosing the most suitable commercialization strategy. When funding is limited, young SMEs focus on acquiring those IP rights that are most likely to generate a financial return. Imperfect access to debt finance funding has a comparatively greater negative impact on young SMEs at the beginning of the business life cycle. This is because entrepreneurs and young SMEs frequently lack the internal financial resources to engage in the IP rights registration process that supports commercialization, compared with larger firms who have more finance and security options. Loans prefer to deal with registered granted IP rights because they are legally enforceable against infringers, more liquid and therefore seen as more valuable. There are also gaps in the level of finance and IP law knowledge among many young SMEs and lenders. There is a pressing need to facilitate the use of IP as the underlying asset in a loan transaction to support young SMEs worldwide. Poor—or non-existent—access to financing is the main barrier to achieving growth aspiration plans that underpin nation states’ economic goals. This chapter proceeds as follows: the debt versus equity debate is examined in Sect. 1 and provides a theoretical framework for the discussion of the international initiatives to facilitate IP-backed debt finance in Sects. 2, 4 and 5. Following the critical analysis of the global initiatives, Sect. 6 introduces the concept of ‘systemic change’ and a new conceptual framework for IP finance, with a view to informing policy to support the agile development of globally enhanced SME access to IP finance.

---
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1.1 IP Finance and SMEs: Debt Versus Equity

IP-backed debt finance simply involves using a portfolio of IP rights as security (collateral)\(^{19}\) for a loan.\(^{20}\) However, most lenders rarely consider IP assets in SME credit appraisal decisions, instead focusing their attention on the familiar: namely, traditional tangible assets. However, the duration of the IP rights, some of which have the potential to exist indefinitely (registered trademarks and confidential information) allowing lenders to forecast revenue and possibly enabling the young SME to generate high-value income through licensing, thus reducing cost/income ratios. Debt finance needs to become a viable alternative to venture capital (VC) and private equity finance, the availability of which has also decreased over the past decade.

1.2 Equity Finance

In terms of access to finance, economies with robust IP regimes are more likely to attract venture capital and private equity funding.\(^{21}\) IP assets are a resource with great appeal for venture capitalists; however, a variety of finance options is needed by young IP-rich SMEs, given the decline in VC investment since the onset of the global financial crisis in 2008. Presently there are fewer markets for initial public offerings (IPOs) as companies stay private for longer periods of time. Further, in many jurisdictions, especially in Asia, South America, Africa and the Middle East, the IPO market is small and/or immature. For example, even in a highly developed nation such as Japan, the amount of investment by Japanese VC is very small compared with that of North America and Europe.

Unsurprisingly, companies increasingly seek financing from outside the VC arena. VC finance is limited by the fact that it primarily serves the capitalist interests of VCs over the public’s interest in supporting innovation and creative activity. In other words, what VCs choose to invest in may not take into account the public interest and ultimately may limit choice in the innovation ecosystem. It is suggested that if governments would take a more active role in shaping the activities of lenders to enhance SME access to IP-backed debt finance, this would reduce the need for VC finance and increase the likelihood of young SME business activities

\(^{19}\)Collateral is the American term for “security”.

\(^{20}\)In many OECD countries, investment in intangible assets is growing rapidly. In some cases, this investment matches or exceeds investment in traditional capital. Intensified global competition, ICTs, new business models, and the growing importance of the services sector have all amplified the importance of intangible assets to firms, industries and national economies.

aligning with national and international innovation policy. Improving access to additional public and private capital is where the government, IP debt finance, secured transactions, bankruptcy and insolvency law all have roles to play. In addition, sharing valuable VC experience as to how to deal with IP assets and strategy with lenders and other e-finance platforms will be a key skill in the modern innovation ecosystem.

1.3 IP-Backed Debt Finance and Information Asymmetry

There are various types of IP debt-financing practice depending on the type of IP asset involved. For example, lending practices may differ between the use of patents to secure pharmaceutical borrowing, a copyright for a movie or software financing or trademark inventory financing. Regardless of the type of IP asset offered as security, at its core, the key objectives of IP financing are: (1) to allow IP owners to use their IP rights as security for credit to the extent permitted under IP law; and (2) to allow secured creditors to obtain a security interest in an IP right, determine its priority and enforce it within the limits of IP law.

In credit decisions involving young SMEs, lenders use a variety of information sources in order to arrive at a decision on whether to lend. This may include corporate regulator records as well as credit history, automated tools and scoring systems. However, according to Richard Holden, Head of Manufacturing at Lloyds Banking Group in London, the current position within the SME debt finance market is that lenders initially only require the SME to provide a breakdown of its assets and liabilities via its traditional financial statements, the balance sheet and a profit and loss statement. He advises that:

At present, these seldom if ever include intangibles or IP; they don’t get offered or asked for — they are just not on the agenda. As a result, it is unlikely in most cases, that the credit decision process considers IP to any degree. Paying much attention to IP at the moment would be a big leap in any event, but at least when it comes to understanding a company’s overall position, it may provide comfort between doing something or not. It doesn’t necessarily follow even at that point that lending will be increased or be directly assigned to IP, but it might make the difference between lending and not lending.27

In other words, in the UK, lenders are not ‘IP information demanders’. The fact that traditional lending practice does not include non-financial performance adversely impacts knowledge-based young IP-rich SMEs. Those that wish to raise capital in the debt market are particularly affected (Footnote 204 in chapter “IP and Debt Finance: Cross-Border Considerations”). Holden opines that improving the quality of IP information available to lenders would probably involve a nonstandard form or process with custom-made documentation, at least initially. This would have a

---
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cost attached to it, which the bank would have to pass on in some way, unless standardized approaches were available.\textsuperscript{23} Lowering the lender's costs to obtaining IP asset information (transaction costs) decreases the cost of credit. In contrast, older companies with a corporate reporting history are less likely to secure loans\textsuperscript{24} and larger and longer term loans generally indicate that borrowers are safer or that there are economies of scale.

There are a number of actors with different roles in the IP-debt finance transaction involving a young SME. Some of these are represented in Table 1 below. An IP-debt finance transaction encompasses the young IP-rich SME or its professional advisors dealing with a lender to leverage its IP assets to raise money for business purposes (Column 1). However, many finance solutions for young SMEs end up being hybrids, combining equity and debt finance, from traditional providers such as venture capitalists, business angels and banks, as well as alternative providers such as crowd funding, with grant aid (Column 2). Exploitation relates to the generation of income through the sale of products and services in which IP assets are embedded or via the licensing of IP (Column 3).

In summary, according to Edwards, a confluence of factors has combined to set the stage for the need to develop access to IP-backed debt finance:

- the increase in technological innovation and creative activity and the ensuing growth in corporate IP assets;
- an environment of restricted capital markets, especially in the venture capital and private equity arenas; and
- the growing realization that IP represents a strategic advantage that, when viewed as financial assets, can greatly impact market value.\textsuperscript{25}

Fortunately, in a variety of countries around the world, a number of interesting developments have emerged, lifting the awareness of IP-backed debt finance, and perhaps even more importantly, its provocative potential.

The remainder of this chapter draws together the fragmented contributions at the international, national and private levels in an effort to tackle how to increase young SME access to IP-debt finance. A comparative functionality approach is relevant here because functionalism is an orientation towards the practical application of aspects of the finance practice.\textsuperscript{26} The aim is to consolidate the body of knowledge and explore the gradual advances being made with respect to this exceptional method of financing.

\textsuperscript{25}See Edwards (2001).
\textsuperscript{26}See Brand (2006), p. 409.
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Table 1  Actors in IP debt finance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Innovation</th>
<th>2. IP-debt finance transaction</th>
<th>3. Exploitation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The SME (corporate person)</td>
<td>Grant funders (public government or third sector money)</td>
<td>SME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME creators/inventors, entrepreneurs, R&amp;D (natural persons)</td>
<td>Equity funders (private money)</td>
<td>Sales and distribution channels, licensees, retailers and publishers etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company directors</td>
<td>Debt finance (lenders)</td>
<td>Business partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional advisors (accounting, legal and IP)</td>
<td>Crowd-funding and e-platforms</td>
<td>Competitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statutory IP rights registers (e.g., state intellectual property office)</td>
<td>Statutory registers to record the security (corporate and IP)</td>
<td>Customers/clients/the public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proceedings and court judgments within the formal legal system (due diligence)</td>
<td>Statutory IP registers to record licence transactions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2  International Economic Research to Underpin IP Finance Policy Developments

At the international level, the global economic crisis has shone a light on how policies may assist in the accumulation of these types of IP assets as a source of growth. In addition, many emerging economies are pursuing new policies to develop the IP assets necessary to succeed in high value-added economic activities.

2.1 Office for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) Research

OECD research demonstrates that young SMEs play a central role in creating jobs and enhancing growth and innovation27 and that a successful finance ecosystem needs to develop SME access to IP-debt financing to increase the supply of available credit. A further OECD study concluded that targeting resources to IP-rich young SMEs is important as those resources are critical to implementing new ideas and bringing innovation to market.28

The empirical economic studies discussed above are designed to support evidence-based policy making. The key issue however for IP finance is to increase a lender’s risk tolerance for using IP assets as security. Two international organizations in particular, the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) and the UN Commission on International Trade (UNCITRAL) have taken the lead in

driving the agenda for analyzing the barriers that need to be overcome if IP-backed debt finance is to thrive in the future, rather than be left on the margin.

2.2 World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) and United Nations Commission on International Trade (UNCITRAL) Initiatives

WIPO's involvement in IP-backed financing is to raise awareness among its member states' IP offices, and the wider IP community of the current international policy development. WIPO's Director-General, Francis Gurry, has identified what he believes to be the principal reasons for the considerable difficulty in developing IP-backed debt financing. These are:

1. the lack of a clear connection between the security and the underlying asset; and
2. the complexity and lack of transparency in the IP system that results in distrust of the intangible economy.29

Since 2004 WIPO has cooperated with UNCITRAL to ensure that the views of the IP community are taken into consideration in policy development on the issue,30 participating in deliberations to develop the Legislative Guide on Secured Transactions (LGST) to assist states in modernising their secured transactions laws and enabling effective access to finance. If implemented, a general credit registration system (such as that envisaged by the LGST) will provide legal certainty for lenders, by giving transparency as regards the debtor's credit structure, and giving visibility to secured transactions.

Next, in 2005 WIPO recognized that current international accounting standards (IAS) are ill-equipped to address the IP dimension of business, and it issued the following statement:

Clearly, the various challenges associated with determining the value of internally held IP, paired with the inherent volatility associated with the value of some forms of IP, can be cited as major reasons why accounting has been reluctant to report on internally generated IP, which is seen as too subjective and risky. Furthermore, accounting has always been reluctant to anticipate future gains, overstate the value of assets or include assets on the balance sheet whose value is more volatile.31

WIPO held its inaugural 'IP Financing' meeting shortly afterwards in 2008, with the WIPO-Argentina Conference entitled "Intellectual Readiness: The Role of

---

Intangibles as a Tool for Raising Finance. This was followed by a WIPO Information Meeting on ‘IP Financing’ in 2009 in Geneva, Switzerland. Theme 5 focused on ‘Financial Institutions’ Perspective of IP Financing’. Ms. Megan Deane, Deputy Managing Director of the national Export-Import Bank (E-IB) of Jamaica gave a presentation entitled, ‘Taking IP to the Bank’. She stated that the 2010 Vision for E-IB was to increase the bank’s tolerance for credit risk. In addition, Ms. Helena Tenorio Veiga de Almeida, Head of Policy Design Department, Intangible Assets Evaluation Program of the Brazilian Development Bank (BNDES) discussed IP asset valuation for finance purposes. BNDES uses an internally developed methodology for intangibles to evaluate 56 quantitative and qualitative and patent information indicators to derive an intangible capital (IC) rating.

Theme 6 dealt with international policy development for IP financing. Mr. Spiros Bazina, Senior Legal Secretary of UNCITRAL, and Working Group VI explained the relationship between IP, secured transactions law and the interaction between the LGST and the IP Annex. Briefly, the LGST is not a restatement of current law, but rather a guide to reform of secured transactions law with the economic goal of facilitating the use of both movable and intangible property as security to facilitate increased access to credit at lower cost.

On 6 December 2010, UNCITRAL adopted the Supplement on Security Rights in Intellectual Property (hereafter the IP Supplement) in order to include IP in the general security right system under the LGST. The IP Supplement aims to address the problem of insufficient coordination between secured transactions and IP law by facilitating the extension of credit at a lower cost while deferring to IP law to the extent there is a conflict between the two bodies of law—in particular, without interfering with fundamental policies of IP law.

In the analysis, the IP Supplement largely concentrates on providing guidelines for the development of law at a national level. There is no guarantee that all states will make the same conflict-of-laws rules. What is still needed to facilitate IP-backed debt finance is a focus on designing a substantive secured transactions

---

33A bank wholly-owned by the government of Jamaica.
35The author has been unable to locate any further information in English on the success or otherwise of BNDES IP-backed debt financing and it certainly would be of interest to follow up this Brazilian banking IP finance initiative.
law at the private international level.\textsuperscript{39} The publication of the \textit{IP Supplement} has led to vigorous debates on the legal policy of promoting IP finance on both levels, which is a positive development. If countries determine to promote IP finance, it will be important for policy makers to study the current situation whereby IP financing methods are in fact infrequently used at the national level, and to create a substantive secured transactions law that is suitable to the characteristics of the IP law framework in that state. In this process, the LGST and the \textit{IP Supplement} will be helpful references for reform. Reform to secured transactions law is a key pillar in the effort to support the development of IP finance.

Since 2010, both UNICITRAL and WIPO have continued to play vital roles as facilitators for the international debate on IP finance, signaling the credibility and need for additional research. In terms of specific state-sponsored research into IP finance policy, the contribution of the UK and Europe is gaining momentum.

\section{IP Finance Developments in the UK and Europe}

Important and meaningful recent developments in IP finance have taken place in the UK and Europe, in particular with the \textit{Banking on IP? Report in 2013}\textsuperscript{40} and the \textit{Final Report from the Expert Group on Intellectual Property Valuation (IP Valuation Report)} in 2014. These research initiatives are providing the impetus to consolidate knowledge with respect to this under-exploited yet promising financing method.

\subsection{The United Kingdom (UK)}

The UK has a highly advanced and sophisticated IP environment.\textsuperscript{41} The first notable UK initiative for IP finance took place in 2006 when the UKIPO jointly organized a conference on "Patents: realising and securing value" together with the European Patent Office (EPO) and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). This high-level event was aimed at raising awareness of the crucial role of intellectual capital (IC) in the knowledge economy.\textsuperscript{42}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
In 2008, the UKIPO partnered with the Austrian and Hungarian Patent Offices and the National Board of Patents and Registration of Finland to hold four international symposiums on “IP Valuation in Business”, the primary aim of which was to raise awareness of IP valuation issues and increase dialogue among stakeholders. Further interest in UK IP finance issues has been led by Professor Jeremy Phillips,\(^43\) founder of the weblog IP finance in January 2008 whose webpage banner declares:

...Where money issues meet IP rights. This weblog looks at financial issues for intellectual property rights: securitization and collateral, IP valuation for acquisition and balance sheet purposes, tax and R&D breaks, film and product finance, calculating quantum of damages—anything that happens where IP meets money.\(^44\)

The IP finance blog is an offshoot of Professor Phillips’ earlier blog the IPKat,\(^45\) which began in June 2003 and covers IP issues generally, from a UK and European perspective. The IPKat team organized the first UK IP finance conference in London on 15 October 2009. A second conference, IP and Finance 2010: exploring and explaining the financial dimensions of IPRs, soon followed which shared the knowledge of speakers from a range of disciplines to identify the complex issues arising when IP and finance interact.

The UKIPO commissioned the comprehensive Banking on IP? Report\(^46\) published in late 2013 which catalogued the challenges facing IP-backed debt financing, making recommendations as to how these obstacles might be surmounted. Speaking at the Alliance for IP Conference in London on 17 October 2013, the then UK Business Secretary Vince Cable said:

SMEs are the lifeblood of the economy. Most of our successful creative businesses are SMEs and we know that IP represents a big part of their assets and growth potential. But too often, through risk aversion or banks’ conservative lending practices linked to property as security, IP is not catered to by traditional bank lending. Intellectual property is too important an asset to be undervalued by banks who are the main source of finance. That is why I commissioned a report to explore how we can improve SMEs’ access to capital. We will look carefully at its recommendations in order to better support this country’s creators and IP-rich businesses.\(^47\)

---

\(^{43}\)Professor Phillips is an IP consultant for commercial law firm, Olswang and editor of the European Trade Mark Reports and the Journal of Intellectual Property Law and Practice and formerly Research Director of the UK’s Intellectual Property Institute.
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The Banking on IP? report broadly discusses SMEs, IP awareness, IP value and accounting rules, UK debt and equity finance and policy initiatives, Clydesdale Bank’s Growth Fund, liquidity and recording security interests. The key findings for the purpose of this chapter are: (1) IP and intangibles must be identified during the financing process; (2) IP value needs to be taken into account; and (3) lenders need additional guidance by way of legal templates and a resource toolkit.\textsuperscript{48} The authors state:

...If IP and intangibles are to be given any consideration within credit decision-making, tools to identify and describe the actual assets (not merely evidence of expenditure) need to be embedded within the lending process. Businesses must use them, and lenders must understand and take note of them. This step will have the wider benefit of boosting IP awareness amongst the business community as a whole and will establish base data for the possible future use of IP as “collateral.” The first steps are to provide a means for companies to identify the assets they own and to build information on IP and intangibles into the templates companies use when presenting information to prospective funders.\textsuperscript{49}

Following publication of Banking on IP?, the UKIPO convened a series of roundtable discussions with a multi-disciplinary group comprising of representatives from the financial services sector, including banks, equity investors and insurers, from the business advisory community, including the IP profession, lawyers, accountants and general commercial advisers, and from a number of SMEs. On 31 March 2014, the UK government formally responded to the Banking on IP report promising to promote a greater understanding of IP within businesses seeking finance and the financial sector, and to create systems to give lenders confidence in assessing the value of IP and the risks involved in lending using IP as security.\textsuperscript{50} The UKIPO stated:

...In 2014/15 the IPO will therefore focus attention on improving the ability of IP-rich businesses to secure access to growth finance: by building understanding of IP in the business and the financial services communities, by enabling a more productive dialogue between businesses and lenders, and by building greater confidence in the value of IP assets as collateral.\textsuperscript{51}
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The UK IPO published *Banking on IP: An Active Response* confirming that, ‘early action must focus on raising awareness and stimulating an appetite for change within both business and the financial services community*. The UK IPO intends to develop a series of real life case studies showing how these businesses have, through their IP management, secured finance and are working with the British Bankers’ Association (BBA) and its Business Finance Roundtable to create an awareness campaign. The UK is pressing ahead with its IP finance agenda.

### 3.2 The European Union (EU)

In 2014, the *Final Report from the Expert Group on Intellectual Property Valuation (IP Valuation) Report* was published. The European Commission appointed a multi-disciplinary panel of experts to consider how IP valuation plays a part in innovation policy and where bottlenecks occur. This report investigated European best practices in IP valuation as performed by financial institutions that provide capital to SMEs, including examples relating to debt-financing. The panel noted a significant difference in the approach to lending to SMEs compared with large companies with strong trading histories and further, financial institutions interviewed expressed the view that IP is usually too risky to be used as security for traditional commercial loans.

The Final Report explored the inadequacy of IAS38 intangibles and recommended the filing of a “management report” together with a company’s annual report, giving detailed information about IP value in order to improve publicly available information on intangibles generally.

The crux of the problem is that if internally generated ‘off balance sheet’ corporate IP assets are inadequately financially recorded for modern purposes, the result is a lack of financial transparency. From the lender’s point of view, this ‘invisibility’ creates a key problem in that nothing exists on the financial statements (documents that they are familiar with) to quickly tell them how to value the firm’s internally developed IP assets and their potential for use as security (collateral).

---
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The undesirable level of uncertainty from the lender’s perspective is a formidable barrier which prevents appropriately informed credit appraisal decisions from being made. In other words, financing the young SME is adversely affected. The weaknesses inherent in the financial reporting of IP asset value was also confirmed in the *IP Valuation Report* (2014) which states:

...There are limitations on when and how it is possible to place the value of IP assets on the balance sheet of the company. The complexity of IP from an accounting perspective leads to problems in its reporting, which may result in the vulnerability of firms which base most of their performance on IP.57

IP assets are often worth much more than their historic financial value, for any number of commercially strategic reasons. If their value is limited in traditional financial statements, then the young SMEs themselves, as well as the lenders, may not be aware of their role and what they can offer in terms of business strategy and performance.

Demand for relevant, accurate and timely information regarding young SMEs’ intangible IP assets is needed. Limited access to VC finance, IP-backed debt finance, public government grants and self-finance have resulted in a funding gap that hits young SMEs particularly hard. Lenders are unable to value and use as security IP assets that are not made known (disclosed) either quantitatively in traditional financial reports or qualitatively in narrative corporate reports.

The author hypothesizes that increased voluntary corporate disclosure relating to IP assets by young SMEs should assist to facilitate credit appraisal and potentially favorable lending decisions, reduce transaction costs and support annual IP asset monitoring by banks. The importance of IP finance and using IP assets as security should in theory lead to young SMEs being offered better credit terms than unsecured credit, opening up an existing but underused path to liquidity. Lowering legal risk, through a higher level of borrower disclosure of relevant, accurate and timely IP asset information and the business strategy for creating value from those corporate assets should enable lenders to better assess and quantify risk, thereby lowering the cost of credit.

The IP finance research and literature taking place in the UK and the EU show a high level of momentum in the region to tackle this important commercial problem. The UKIPO-sponsored *Banking on IP?* (2013)58 report and the EU-sponsored *Final Report from the Expert Group on IP Valuation* (2014)59 indicate that the EU seeks to achieve a better understanding of the interplay between IP rights and how their value as financial assets is understood.

---
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4 The United States Patent Quality Initiative (PQI)\textsuperscript{60}

The US is a key global player, has one of the largest economies in the world and is also steadily advancing the IP finance agenda. In October 2014 the Clearing House,\textsuperscript{61} a US banking industry group representing more than 20 US and international financial institutions, formed the PQI, a project aimed at eliminating inferior patents through better prior art searching, research and filing thereby enhancing patent quality as a form of intangible property capable of being used as security.\textsuperscript{62} According to Lloyd, the initiative reflects the increased sophistication of financial institutions with respect to IP assets. The new term ‘fin-tech’ covers the software programs and other technology used to enable banking and financial services that are disrupting sectors such as mobile payments and money transfers. As financial institutions begin to realize the value of their own e-commerce patent portfolios, they are creating internal IP teams to more effectively manage their patent strategies.\textsuperscript{63} The premise is that low quality patents are subject to more litigation resulting in legal uncertainty which reduces patent value. Although this initiative is limited to one type of IP right—patents—higher quality patents will enhance legal certainty as to the validity and thus the value of patents and their potential to secure loan transactions.

5 Government IP-Backed Debt Finance Initiatives in Asia to Stimulate Economic Growth and Address the Young SME Funding Gap

5.1 Singapore’s ‘IP Financing Scheme’

Asia is currently setting the pace in IP-backed lending and governments have adjusted their mind-sets to profit from the changing environment. At the forefront of

\textsuperscript{60}\textsuperscript{60}See www.patentqualityinitiative.com.
\textsuperscript{61}\textsuperscript{61}The Clearing House is the oldest banking association in the US and is owned by the world’s biggest commercial banks, who hold more than half of all US deposits. It is self-described nonpartisan advocacy body representing the interests of its owners on significant banking issues. The Clearing House Payments Company L.L.C. provides payment, clearing and settlement services to its member banks and other financial institutions, clearing just under $2 trillion USD daily. See https://www.theclearinghouse.org/. Accessed 14 May 2017.
such initiatives is Singapore. In April 2014 the IP Office of Singapore (IPOS)\(^{64}\) launched a substantial S$100 million ‘IP Financing Scheme’ designed to support local SMEs to use their IP as security for bank loans.\(^{65}\) To be eligible, applicants must be incorporated and have IP or granted registered rights such as trademarks, design or patents to use as security. The scheme has three steps. First, with its granted IP right(s), an applicant can approach a participating financial institution for a preliminary assessment. The participating banks are: DBS Bank Ltd\(^{66}\); Overseas-Chinese Banking Corp Ltd\(^{67}\); and the United Overseas Bank Ltd.\(^{68}\) Next, a panel of IPOS-appointed valuers assess the applicant’s IP portfolio using standard guidelines to provide lenders with a basis or which to determine the amount of funds to be advanced. The development of a national valuation model is a noteworthy aspect of the scheme which could lead to an accepted valuation methodology for the future. Finally, the applicant submits a formal application to the participating lender.\(^{69}\) Under the terms of the loan agreement, the interest rate for repaying the loan is not fixed and depends on the granted patent portfolio valuation.\(^{70}\) The Singapore government will subsidize the valuation but this is capped at 50% of the IP valuation cost, or 2% of the value of the IP, whichever is lower.\(^{71}\) If the borrower defaults, the loan will be partially underwritten by the Singapore government, thus the liquidity of the patent assets on default is minimized.\(^{72}\) The IPOS IP Financing Scheme is contributing to the evolution of IP-backed debt finance with the Singaporean government investing a substantial sum in creating an environment in which IP-backed debt finance has the potential to thrive. If the scheme proves to be a credible model, it could become the preferred template within the international IP community. Singapore ranks first in Asia, and second globally, for IP protection according to the World Economic Forum’s Global Competitiveness Report 2014–2015.\(^{73}\) The country’s strong IP regime together

---

\(^{64}\)IPOS is a statutory board under the Ministry of Law that advises and administers the IP regime, promotes its usage and builds expertise to facilitate the development of Singapore’s IP eco-system. See www.ipos.gov.sg. Accessed 14 May 2017.


\(^{66}\)See www.dbs.com.sg.

\(^{67}\)See www.ocbc.com.sg.

\(^{68}\)See www.uob.com.sg.
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with its well-established and diverse finance sector and support from major financial institutions adds to its credibility.

5.2 The People’s Republic of China (PRC) IP Pledge Financing Program

Also of interest, but less influential, is the People’s Republic of China’s (PRC) State IP Office (SIPO) patent-backed debt finance initiatives.74 In terms of a functional comparative analysis of IP finance related issues, a foreign system should always be seen from the inside and within a socio-cultural context.75 The PRC’s IP regime is just over 30 years old, yet its government has been extremely proactive in raising awareness to ensure that domestic enterprises understand the future value-creating potential of IP.76 In 2004, SIPO began to design the nation’s IP strategy which evolved from its membership in the World Trade Organization. In 2006, the landmark policy, The Guidelines on National Medium and Long-Term Program for Science and Technology Development (2006–2020) was issued.77 A pilot “IP pledge financing” program followed in 2008. According to China IP News, only 6 years later in 2014, SIPO reported that Chinese companies had secured over £6 billion GBP in IP-backed loans since the program launched. For example, in 2013, Chinese companies had apparently secured over £2.4 billion GBP (25.4 billion yuan) of credit against patent assets.78 Unfortunately, SIPO does not appear to have published information about how the scheme works. From the standpoint of Western lenders and borrowers, it is difficult to determine how Chinese financial institutions carry out credit appraisals leading to positive decisions to grant patent-backed loans. However, the fact that the Chinese government has more direct control and input into commercial bank lending policy and capital adequacy requirements enables it to vigorously and potently implement its strategic goal of increasing IP-backed lending. In 2012, China’s Ministry of Finance issued the new “Measures for the Administration of Special Funds for Subsidizing Foreign Patent Applications”. The regulation outlines policies for PRC citizens and entities that file patent applications abroad.79

76See Shao and Feng (2014).
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Further, in 2014 the largest-ever IP-backed debt finance loan emerged in the PRC. A trade publication, *China Paper*, reported\(^80\) that Quanlin Paper, a Shandong province-based company, secured a loan of approximately £78 million GBP (RMB 7.9 billion) against a small portfolio of 110 patent and 34 trademark rights from a lending consortium led by the China Development Bank (CDB)\(^81\). Although the quality of Quanlin’s patent and trademark portfolio is indeterminate, the scale of the loan speaks for itself, and for that reason alone, is worthy of attention. The loan was reportedly recorded on 21 February on SIPO’s IP asset register. The CDB is a PRC government-owned financial institution created in 1994 by the Policy Banks Law of 1994.\(^82\) At its head is a cabinet minister level Governor, under the direction of the State Council. It is one of three policy-making banks in the PRC primarily responsible for raising finance for large infrastructure projects. The CDB was involved in financing the Three Gorges Dam and the Shanghai Pudong International Airport and is described as ‘the engine that powers the national government’s economic development policies’.\(^83\) Most of Quanlin Paper’s small portfolio of IP rights is limited to China.\(^84\) The portfolio was valued at £600 million GBP (RMB 6 billion)\(^85\) but details as to the valuation process for credit purposes has not been officially reported to date. This would assist to confirm if the sale of Quanlin’s portfolio would enable the CDB to recoup its loan in the event it defaults. Whether the PRC credit appraisal methodology is capable of being adopted by Western economies, and thus is a compelling and credible case for change, is certainly debatable and an area for future research. In a public statement, Jiang Lurong, general manager of the Shandong branch of Bank of Communications (part of the consortium that syndicated the loan) said:

‘...IP seems intangible, but it reflects the ability of value creation and sustainable operation of enterprises. Banking risk is not increased, but may be able to get a hold of high-quality customers early and improve the structure/makeup of the client base.’\(^86\)

Debts issued by the CDB owned by local banks are treated as “risk-free assets”. Under the proposed PRC’s capital adequacy rules for intangibles, they receive the same treatment as government bonds and the CDB is effectively insured by the

\(^{80}\) The original report was in Mandarin and was translated into English.


\(^{82}\) See http://www.cdb.com.cn/web/ (no English translation).


government. In contrast, under Basel III, applicable to the UK and the EU, intangibles are rated as more risky types of assets requiring banks to hold more capital under the capital adequacy regulations which is a deterrent to IP-backed lending. Intangibles are treated as lower-quality security, and intangible assets are not usually counted toward the loan’s security because they are considered too difficult to value. The amount of funding Qunlin secured against its IP portfolio signals the substantial support for IP-backed debt finance initiatives in the PRC. Empirical research has shown that the increase in government subsidies, equity capital and bank loans have all helped to improve the capacity for self-driven innovation in Chinese enterprises.

5.3 Malaysia Debt Ventures Bhd (MDV) IP Financing Scheme (IPFS)

This RM200 million IPFS was introduced by the Malaysian government on 13 December 2013 by the country’s Minister of Finance II to assist the technology sector. According to Malaysia Debt Ventures Bhd (MDV), an innovative technology financier, the IPFS aims to further inculcate innovation and increase productivity. The initiative of RM200 million in financing is offered solely by MDV and enables companies to use their IP assets as an additional source of security to obtain funding and spur more investments for companies with technology capabilities, in turn encouraging innovation. The scheme also helps alleviate the difficulties faced by companies in the tech sector when they seek funding from financial institutions. The key features of the scheme are as follows:

- Financing of up to RM10 million or 80% of valued IP, whichever is lower;
- 5 years financing tenure (inclusive of a grace period of up to 12 months);
- 2% p.a. interest/ profit equalization payment;
- 50% guarantee provided by the Government of Malaysia and administered by Credit Guarantee Corporation Malaysia Berhad;
- Applicable for all MDV financing products (except post-shipment); and
- Discounted guarantee fee of 0.5% per annum.\textsuperscript{90}


\textsuperscript{89}Malaysian Ringgit currency.

The scheme will lend against registered IP (patent and trademarks are preferred). However, MDV generally requires a corporate guarantee and takes a debenture\textsuperscript{91} over the company’s other assets.

The scheme has since disbursed RM40 million in loans to 11 companies and there are reportedly 19 new applications worth RM70.8 million, 6 of which are in the final evaluation stage. The applicants, most of whom emanate from the ICT\textsuperscript{92} sector, are qualified to enjoy the 2% government rebate and 50% government guarantee administered by Credit Guarantee Corp Malaysia Bhd. The loan term is 5 years (including a grace period of up to 12 months) carrying an interest rate of between 7.5% and 9.5%. MDV allocates a margin of 80% of the value of the IP (if the IP is valued at RM10 million then the amount advanced can be up to RM8 million).\textsuperscript{93}

The Malaysian government has recognized IP as an alternative source of security in finance transactions and the funds allocated by the IPFS should support the growth of business operations of eligible IP-rich companies.

IP valuation is increasingly relevant. Valuation is a key tool in the process of financing based on IP assets. Technical valuations are required of intangible assets to give a point in time value of the IP for the purpose of assets to secure loans. Numerous valuation techniques have been developed, but since the value of IP is context-based and may have various value dimensions at the same time, the development of international standardized techniques will be a challenge. Moreover, international accounting standard (IAS) 38 Intangibles may require amendment to provide an effective method for valuing IP to allow the impact of internally-generated corporate IP to be visualized.\textsuperscript{94}

The available methodologies for IP valuation work best with individual major patents and brands, which are the focus of the IPFS scheme.\textsuperscript{95} Presently, there is no global standard for patent valuation. In 2007, the German Institute for Standardization (DIN) published PAS 1070 General Principles of Proper Patent Valuation (SAB) to assess the quality of valuation reports and expert appraisals. DIN initiated an international standardization project on patent valuation at the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). In 2010 ISO issued a standard on trademarks ISO 10668:2010.\textsuperscript{96} This standard is a good starting point for brand valuation.

\textsuperscript{91}A form of loan contract.
\textsuperscript{92}Information and communication technology.
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The move to train a specialized team of IP valuation professionals is an inspiring initiative and will help Malaysian banks and financial institutions, which were previously unlikely to engage in IP-backed finance, to accept registered and valued IP assets as security. The Intellectual Property Corporation of Malaysia (MyIPO) is responsible for coordinating the training of the IP valuation team.\(^97\)

Note however that in secured lending practice, it is increasingly common for the debtor to agree to grant a security interest in all its present and future IP assets, in which case the security is not based on a specific IP asset. The legal documentation is asset-based only in a formal sense. There is a problem then, in terms of secured lending theory, as to why the extent of priority is often linked to the value of specific assets.\(^8\)

### 5.4 Hong Kong

The ground-breaking intellectual capital statement (ICS) initiative was introduced in 2010 by five Hong Kong Banks which offer young SMEs more favorable financial and/or service privileges if they prepare their own ICS. In relation to IP-backed lending, since 2010 five Hong Kong banks\(^99\) have offered more favorable financial and/or service privileges to successful business loan applicants who have voluntarily prepared their own ICS. The Hong Kong Intellectual Property Department (HKIPD) worked closely with the Hong-Kong based banks to facilitate this. HKIPD have also produced a helpful *Guide to Intellectual Capital Management* to assist credit applicants on how to produce a narrative disclosure of their IC/IP assets.\(^100\)

The effect of this initiative is to turn lenders into ‘information demanders’ who use the information to inform their credit appraisal and lending decisions. Whereas, we have seen in Sect. 1 above that most European lenders only rarely identify and consider IP assets in SME credit appraisal decisions, instead focusing their attention on the familiar: traditional tangible assets such as land and equipment. Lenders in other countries, with the exception of Japan (the next jurisdiction to be discussed), are not yet ‘IP information demanders’.

In essence, this initiative passed on the cost of preparing the ICS to the young IP-rich SME. By providing their *Guide to Intellectual Capital Management*, the HKIPD have attempted to support SMEs to manage, capture and disclose their IC/IP information.

---

\(^{97}\)See http://www.myipo.gov.my/.
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However, it appears that what is also needed, but which is currently lacking, is a standardized approach for young SMEs to provide a useful, timely and relevant IC/IP management report tailored specifically to set out non-financial qualitative IC/IP information to assist lenders make IP-backed finance lending decisions. In relation to the corporate disclosure of IP assets by SMEs, the author has created in a simple triage-style model that is extensively discussed in her Ph.D. thesis “Patent-backed Debt Finance: Should Company Law Take the Lead to Provide a True and Fair View of SME’s Patent Assets?”. Japan, the subject of the next section, is unique in that it has developed its own official guidelines specifically for corporate IP asset and strategy disclosure in its efforts to enhance IP awareness in the business community as well as access to IP finance by young Japanese SMEs.

5.5 Japan

Japan is an interesting country renowned for its innovativeness in bringing to market new technologies and is largely a nation built on IP offsetting the low level of natural resources. The country has a robust and sophisticated national IP framework in place. Over the past decade, the Japanese government has introduced initiatives regarding the disclosure of intellectual capital (IC) which comprises IP among other things. Following business research in the field of knowledge management that began in earnest in the 1980s, in 2004 Japan’s Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) introduced the Guideline for Intellectual Property Information Disclosure (GIPID) to increase the acknowledgement of IP assets through the voluntary extension of corporate reporting. The Guideline states that the rationale for implementing an IP disclosure regime is that:

Becoming a nation that quests for sustained growth of its economy and society through vigorous promotion of creation, protection and exploitation of intellectual property, in short a “nation built on intellectual property,” is an urgent goal for Japan to strengthen its industrial competitiveness… the METI also established a “Pilot Model for Disclosing Patent and Technical Information” with the hope that those companies that practice “intellectual property-backed management” will disclose information concerning their intellectual property and gain fair market valuation.

As a result, Japanese lenders and other stakeholders presently have a greater awareness of the nature of IP assets and a more detailed understanding of firms’ IP

---
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strategies for value creation than those in other countries. This makes it easier for Japanese lenders to link the corporate IP asset and strategy information to the cost of debt.

The Japanese Government also shifted its IC and IP disclosure target from publicly listed-company investor communications to non-listed SME-financial institution communications with a view to adjusting the perceptions of lenders to IC and IP assets when contemplating loans to SMEs.105 This shift occurred precisely for the reasons outlined earlier in Sect. 1 of this chapter, namely that young Japanese SMEs (in common with young SMEs around the world) still rely heavily on loans from financial institutions. During the shift, Japanese lenders were under the ‘Action Program Concerning the Enhancement of Relationship Banking Functions’.106

As a result of these government-led initiatives, Japanese lenders have also become ‘information demanders’. More timely, relevant and useful IP asset information serves to better inform credit appraisal and lending decisions to young IP-rich Japanese SMEs. In addition, there is presently a higher degree of communication between SMEs and Japanese lenders, given the adoption of a closer ‘relationship-banking’ approach to SME lending. ‘Relationship-banking is a form of retail banking that involves direct advice to the client/borrower by a bank officer, who remains a point of contact on a range of value-added services. This is a strategy used by banks to enhance their profitability, by strengthening their relationships with clients and thereby increasing their loyalty. Shinji Hino, founder and CEO of Patent Finance Consulting, Inc.,107 has had direct experience of successful IP-backed debt financing transactions with Mitsubishi Bank, the Development Bank of Japan and Pukuoka Bank. According to Hino, as the Japanese economy moves out of recession and begins to expand, IP finance is returning to pre-2008 levels, although lenders are insisting on lower loan to value (LTV) rates of circa 30% coupled with tighter annual monitoring of the secured IP assets.

In Japan, there already appears to be a different mind-set towards the viability of IP finance. The difference in the general governance structure of companies, however, is an important and unique factor, given the direct role banks have in the corporate governance structure. This is a unique approach which warrants discussion. According to Learmount,108 the main bank system is widely perceived to be an important component of Japanese corporate governance arrangements, playing a significant role in the monitoring of company managers in lieu of shareholders. Japanese banks may hold company shares (up to a maximum of 5% of the company’s
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107 See http://www.pfc.co.jp/english/.
108 A Lecturer at the Judge Institute of Management, University of Cambridge.
total company equities), which is considered to give banks some incentive to monitor their clients.\textsuperscript{109} More importantly, economists argue that the high gearing of Japanese companies has meant that bank lending takes on many of the characteristics of equity finance, which obliges banks to monitor client companies.\textsuperscript{110} A high percentage of the loans are secured (60–70\%) against general rather than specific assets and banks generally ask companies for extensive ongoing access to company financial information when making a loan. This in turn leads to the lender playing an active role in supporting client companies during financial distress. According to Suzuki, who carried out a detailed analysis of 52 companies facing financial distress, the main determinant of recovery was the strength of the relationship with the main bank, defined in terms of the amount of outstanding loan, the extent of bank shareholding and the existence of employee transfers between the firm and the bank.\textsuperscript{111} The main bank tends to provide only 20–30\% of the total loan to an individual company. Learnount concludes:

\textquote{... there is a broad consensus that banks have played a more prominent role in the Japanese financial system than in the case in other developed countries, particularly the US. Moreover, it is widely believed that the main bank has been important for corporate governance in Japan, as it is in a position to monitor company management in lieu of shareholders and is able to intervene quickly and effectively in the case of financial distress. For economists the main bank–company relationship is often summarized as being a system of 'contingent corporate governance'. When performance is good, corporate affairs are left to the incumbent management. When it deteriorates, the main bank, using its power as a lender and shareholder, intervenes in the management of companies to supervise downsizing and reorganization where necessary.}\textsubscript{112}

Research into the role the main bank plays in Japanese corporate governance and lending practice is a relatively embryonic new area with little empirical data, especially in relation to young IP-rich SMEs.

In summary, various types of IP-backed debt finance initiatives have taken root in Asia. Asian government policy makers are the catalysts and together with private commercial lenders they have developed various initiatives and innovations in IP finance to attempt to stimulate young IP-rich SMEs’ access to credit. Although beyond the scope of this chapter due to the language barrier and lack of publicly available English translation of key documents, there is an opportunity for further work here. The progress of Singapore, the PRC, Malaysia, Hong Kong and Japan with IP-backed debt finance should be carefully studied by international and nation-state government policymakers to learn lessons as to which IP finance methods prove to be effective and which are not. The notion of the lender as an IP

\textsuperscript{109}See Learnount (2002), p. 27.
\textsuperscript{110}See Sheard (1987).
\textsuperscript{112}See Learnount (2002), pp. 28–29.
asset 'information demander' appears to be the first step in the process towards systematizing IP finance practice as it opens the door to facilitate a valuable dialogue between the directors of young IP-rich SMEs and lenders. The initiatives in Singapore, Malaysia, Hong Kong and Japan appear to create this new behavior in their relationship with the potential borrower. Company directors appear to tolerate demands for timely, relevant and useful information about their IP assets when they are expected to provide such information as the opportunity to acquire debt finance is a powerful incentive.\textsuperscript{113}

6 Analysis of the Global Initiatives

Across the globe, lenders currently place trust in tangible assets, intangible equity assets (shares) and all kinds of other tricky, risky and complex financial products (e.g., derivatives and hedge funds etc.). What lenders are really saying to young IP-rich SMEs is "we trust borrowers who own other classes of assets more". But is this trust in other asset classes misplaced? Are IP assets really more risky? Banks perceive less risk in lending against land, shares and other financial products, but the global financial crisis tells a different story. Traditional forms of security have turned out to be riskier than many lenders originally perceived.

We have seen that intergovernmental organizations such as WIPO and the OECD arrange seminars and compile resources specifically on this issue. UNCITRAL has included IP assets in the scope of its Legislative Guide on Secured Transactions (LGST). The LGST recommended that domestic secured transaction laws be harmonized internationally to reduced legal restrictions that impact on the availability of low-cost finance and credit. More recently, a number of governments have provided financial support for and established initiatives to encourage their young SMEs to exploit their IPR. The valuation of IPR and a formal IP asset and strategy report are critically important for young SMEs in this context.

The IP finance developments above indicate that IP assets will, in the future, play a greater part in the financial calculations of lenders than they have in the past. However, the high level of public funds to support IP finance in Asia stands in marked contrast to the position in the UK, Europe, the United States and other IP-intensive developed nations. In Asia, there is clear evidence of government-led collaborations between public and private sector organizations. These fledgling approaches should be encouraged and supported to link together, develop and support the direct participation and involvement of lenders in IP finance by lifting their awareness of IP and their use of IP in secured transactions. Such initiatives could have enormous impact.

\textsuperscript{113}See Learmonth (2002), p. 64.
6.1 Systemic Change and a Conceptual Framework for IP Finance

Evidence from a variety of different countries, all seems to be pointing in the same direction (subject to the caveat that cautions not to draw conclusions from one legal system and apply them to another) which is that lenders need to become IP asset and strategy 'information demanders' as the first step in systematizing IP finance. The most broadly valid definition of systemic change is 'change that pervades all parts of a system, taking into account the interrelationships and interdependencies among those parts'. The international community will need to collectively rethink the underemployed IP finance method and make it more viable as a finance alternative by integrating systemic thinking with the goal of reformatting it. In this vein, it is beneficial to distinguish 'systemic change' from 'piecemeal change'. Piecemeal change entails changing one or several parts of a system. Systemic change recognizes interdependencies and makes the necessary changes in those other parts and their interrelationships. If the changes are compatible with the rest of the system, they will often be more successful.\textsuperscript{114} When a system's 'systemic environment' undergoes few and small changes, piecemeal change to that system is most appropriate. When the systemic environment undergoes big changes, systemic change is needed.\textsuperscript{115} In the area of IP finance, 'extreme' systemic change (which is referred to as paradigm change) is necessary as IP assets have largely replaced traditional forms of security especially in the context of young IP-rich SMEs. There are still large gaps in our understanding of the impact and consequence of IP rights as commercial assets on other disciplines such as finance, and vice versa. Now that economies have evolved from the industrial age to the information age, there is a need for a paradigm change in finance. The term most commonly used for this kind of change is 'transform', to actually create a new form or structure for the system. 'Systemic Design' begins with broad and tangential information gathering in order to examine the array of issues surrounding any given problem, precisely what has been undertaken in this chapter which has surveyed the range of initiatives in a variety of jurisdictions. As the exploration develops, related information begins to cluster into what Berger terms 'Systemic Bundles'.\textsuperscript{116} These bundles connect one discipline (e.g., secured transaction law) with a framework that is unrelated (e.g., IP law), within the new framework. An example of another bundle is IP law with International Accounting Standards, IP assets valuation standards and practice, and corporate regulation with respect to disclosure of intangibles.\textsuperscript{117} These connections represent clusters of issues that are imperative to examine in theory and in practice.

\textsuperscript{115}See Berger (2009).
\textsuperscript{116}See Berger (2009).
\textsuperscript{117}Denoncourt (2015).
Consider the following systemic changes in the field of transportation, (an example involving tangibles). An initial system of human transport was the horse. The first mode of such transport was to ride the horse bareback, but eventually change occurred by way of fitting the horse with a saddle and bridle, making riding easier and less dangerous. The next critical change was the innovative horse-drawn wagon or coach, facilitating the transport of more passengers and cargo. The third change was a revolutionary one: replacing the horse with a gasoline engine vehicle, a new invention. A similarly revolutionary change eventually exceeded ground transport with another ground-breaking innovation, the airplane, facilitating the shift to air transport over longer distances in a faster way that ever before, even intercontinentally. Space travel and travel between planets is currently in the embryonic stage. These all represent vastly different points on the continuum from piecemeal to systemic change.\textsuperscript{118}

Another example of successful systemic change that has direct import for IP finance is the Nobel prize-winning microfinance initiative by Grameen Bank. The Grameen Bank pioneered and popularized a methodology for extending small security-free loans for self-employment to some of the world's poorest people. Microfinance has had enormous impact, and is a prime example of systemic change to solve a problem. Academic Muhammad Yunus challenged banking theory by showing how to systematically extend security-free loans on a cost-effective basis to poor villagers on a large scale. The Grameen Bank now has over 7 million borrowers among approximately 77,000 villages in India. Microfinance is now a global movement and has been taken up by banking giants like Citigroup.\textsuperscript{119} IP finance is a complex issue, but the starting point for a global IP finance movement to produce systemic change is international public policy to coordinate the bundles of changes that are needed to accelerate the secured lending model to accommodate intangible IP assets.

\section{6.2 Lenders and IP-Backed Finance Policy}

Engaging with commercial lenders is a key component of systemic change in IP finance. Government policy-makers can encourage and guide commercial lending banks to develop contemporary written 'IP-Backed Lending' policies to provide a blueprint for lending decisions. According to Howard Crosse, formerly Vice-President of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, "the very act of formulating a policy and expressing it in words that all agree, will sharpen the issues and make the end product more effective."\textsuperscript{120} IP-backed debt lending strategies of

\textsuperscript{120}See Crosse (1962).
commercial lending institutions should be drafted, if they do not already exist, or upgraded to attain the following broad objectives with respect to IP-backed lending:

1. profit maximization in the short and long term (taking into account the nature of the IP asset commercialization cycle) based on the lender’s strategic plan;
2. conducting the IP-backed lending function within a managed risk framework; and
3. complying with existing capital adequacy requirements.

Such policies need to align with the lending codes of practice to ensure that the standards expected of banks in connection with the assessment of lending applications are met.

Profit maximization remains the chief concern of bankers around the world. In modern commercial lending, as in any other enterprise, the planning exercise must begin with a profit objective in view. The profit maximization elements of an IP-backed lending policy will primarily be drawn from a banks’ strategic plan. In order for the commercial lender to strategically plan its approach to IP-debt finance and its central focus, namely profit, consideration of several issues will be needed. It is profit planning from which other policy sub-goals like targeted deposit growth, credit-deposit ratio, portfolio-mix, ‘access to liquidity’, transaction cost, loan repayment norms etc. will follow.121

The commercial lender’s strategic plan for IP-backed lending will then give rise to the formulation of a loan policy document to enhance and upgrade IP-backed debt finance as a priority sector of development. The bank will need to analyse how the decision to make IP-backed loans will impact on its profitability. This is important for the purpose of the bank implementing an appropriate appraisal system of the potential borrower’s IP assets. This requires a clear understanding of different operating and financial variables relating to IP rights as secured assets. Central to the development of a healthy IP-backed lending environment is the creditworthiness of both the IP-owning borrower and the lender.

In terms of the commercial lender’s strategic plan, the aim should be for the IP-backed lending policy to encompass a five-year operational plan, keeping the profit objective in full view. The lender’s short-term objectives to upgrade IP-backed lending will necessarily emanate from a medium-term goal, once it is translated into actionable strategies, and could be influenced by exposure to the existing IP finance initiatives taking place in various parts of the world (especially in Singapore, Malaysia, Hong Kong and Japan). The strategic plan should be straightforward and well-communicated to all levels of bank management, especially those dealing with young IP-rich SMEs who will know to ask for an IP asset and strategy report (or a more comprehensive IC report). Professional development for loan officers in terms of IP education as well as an engaged group of accredited IP valuers will be necessary.

---

121Bhattacharya (2010), p. 15.
The IP ecosystem is perceived as being complex, although its fundamental principles are simple. In time, lenders’ trust in IP assets will develop and the IP asset class will mature and foster a reputation (a past credit history). Gaining a lenders’ trust does not mean young IP-rich SMEs will successfully commercialize their IP assets; rather it provides the funding to move forward. Lenders will have an opportunity to dynamically monitor their loans by comparing the SME’s financial information with its real-time current account activity. Clearing banks across the world already have both a unique understanding of SMEs and the infrastructure to monitor small debt-financing.\(^{122}\)

In conclusion, at an international level, a ‘Summit on the Global IP Finance’ agenda is needed to further the work already begun by WIPO, UNCITRAL and the national state IP offices to nurture the necessary paradigm shift. An international IP finance brainstorming event, assembling those experienced in the IP finance initiatives outlined, as well as professional IP valuers and representatives from the accounting profession, would jointly explore and advance knowledge to foster the systemic change need to critically shape the fledgling piecemeal developments in IP finance.

7 Conclusions and Outlook: Supporting the Agile Development of Globally Enhanced Access to IP Finance

This chapter has consolidated global perspectives, knowledge, recent trends and developments in IP-backed debt finance around the globe to inform future policy directions to encourage lending to young IP-rich SMEs in the post-recession economy. Government research and initiatives have begun to play an expanding role in encouraging initiatives to support the extreme systemic change needed to support the development of IP-backed debt finance. IP assets comprise a rich and diverse set of intangible assets, behaviors and networks that influence both short-term and long-term economic growth. There are now real advances in various jurisdictions which were examined in a critical manner adopting a “What is the current practice?” approach. Studies of the UK, EU, Asian and American initiatives have import for systemic change in IP finance across the globe in first tier, second tier and third countries. The success or otherwise of such initiatives can provide a unique view of the future, a world where IP finance will become increasingly significant, as IP assets are a relatively untapped source of value and security, while tangible personal and business assets, such as buildings and land, continue to decline within the young SME community. In consequence, IP assets should be made available as sources of security in loan transactions.

\(^{122}\)In the UK for example, large clearing banks (institutions which clear bankers’ cheques) in England and Wales include Barclays, HSBC, Lloyds Banking Group and Natwest.
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The examples of positive momentum in economies that have recognized the infinite possibilities provided by robust IP finance systems aimed at enhancing young IP-rich SME access to IP finance through practical initiatives are:

- The UK government commissioned the Basking on IP? Report in 2013 and has followed this up with its Banking on IP? an active response\(^{123}\), published in March 2014, setting out the actions the UKIPO will take to improve access to finance for IP-rich SMEs.


- In the US in October 2014, the Clearing House banking industry group formed the Patent Quality Initiative, a project aimed at eliminating inferior patents through better prior art searching, research and filing, thereby enhancing patent quality as a form of intangible property capable of being used as security\(^ {124}\).

- In April 2014 the IP Office of Singapore launched the S$100 million 'IP Financing Scheme' to support local SMEs' access to IP-backed debt finance with the involvement of DBS Bank, Ltd; Overseas-Chinese Banking Corp, Ltd; and the United Overseas Bank, Ltd\(^ {125}\).

- In 2008 the PRC implemented an ‘IP pledge financing’ program which has secured over £6 billion GPB in IP-backed loans and involves the China Development Bank, a PRC government-owned financial institution.

- In December 2013 the Malaysian government introduced the RM200 million Intellectual Property Finance System to assist the technology sector which is administered by Malaysia Debt Ventures Bhd (MDV), an innovative technology financier and Credit Guarantee Corporation Malaysia Berhad\(^ {126}\).

- In 2010 the Hong Kong Intellectual Property Department introduced the intellectual capital statement (ICS) initiative whereby five Hong Kong Banks (Bank of China [Hong Kong] Limited, Chon Hing Bank Limited, Citi Commercial Bank, Hang Seng Bank Limited and the Bank of East Asia offer young SMEs more favorable financial and/or service privileges if they prepare their own ICS\(^ {127}\).

- In 2004 Japan’s Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) introduced the Guideline for Intellectual Property Information Disclosure (GIPID) to increase the acknowledgement of IP assets through a voluntary extension of


\(^{125}\)See www.ocbc.com.sg.


\(^{127}\)See http://www.ipd.gov.hk/eng/ICM.
corporate reporting,\textsuperscript{128} shifted its IC and IP disclosure target to non-listed SME-financial institution communications and implemented an ‘Action Program Concerning the Enhancement of Relationship Banking Functions’.\textsuperscript{129}

The majority of the initiatives involved a government agency acting in a supportive capacity and as a facilitator connecting lenders with SMEs. This research could form the basis for a larger more in-depth project to follow up the success or otherwise of the various initiatives and to share information regarding policy development and practical advice in the IP finance field. This could see a greater coherence of government involvement in stimulating IP finance beyond the present situation and work to systematize a tailored form of IP asset and strategy report tailored for lenders and financiers.

This chapter also considered how government policy-makers can work together with commercial lenders to take forward their IP-backed commercial lending policy with a view to creating systemic change by supporting them to become IP ‘information demanders’. Lenders who recognize and act to benefit from the enormous security potential in IP assets will have “first mover” advantage in the market.

In essence, the government initiatives examined are aimed at fostering a culture that encourages young SME success by adapting the ‘one-size-fits-all’ of corporate debt finance to a more tailored approach to benefit young IP-rich SMEs. By encouraging entrepreneurs, start-ups and young IP-rich SMEs to succeed, government policy will also boost competition which breeds innovation. There is ample room for countries to improve their IP finance environment in order to unleash the benefits of IP for young SMEs and the wider economy.

Policy makers have to constantly strive to maintain the delicate balance necessary to satisfy the rights of the IP assets owner and the interests of lenders, so that the IP finance system benefits society as a whole. Research that builds on this theme to better coordinate the piecemeal IP finance initiatives that are taking place may have import with respect to potential reforms to legal frameworks. While there will be clear efficiency capital advantages for IP-rich SMEs if IP finance becomes more commonplace, there are also efficiency losses for creditors (transaction, registration of security and enforcement costs) that need to be addressed. Setting the agenda of IP debt financing theory and a framework will require the careful coordination of several areas of law: corporate governance and corporate reporting of corporate IP assets; secured debt finance theory as it applies to IP portfolios and secured transactions; the registration of security interests in IP rights and IP licences; financial institution regulation; and bankruptcy and insolvency laws. These are the pillars of IP finance that require coordination in order to provide more certainty for lenders who become IP owners on default of the borrower.


Creating a successful future for IP financing where lenders are IP ‘information demanders’ should result in better understanding of the value and potential of young IP-rich SMEs’ IP assets, making lenders more willing to secure loans against those assets which would have previously been deemed ‘too risky’. This would be a significant step in the further development of the IP-based economy for enterprises that do business domestically and internationally, enabling governments to achieve their economic goals for innovation and the creative industries.

The range of international governments and public bodies addressing IP finance policy, including the state Intellectual Property Offices, should encourage and support systemic change in this area, leading to capacity building and the synergistic development of IP finance frameworks, lowering the cost of accessing credit and garnering more trust in IP assets as a form of security for lending.
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